Elimination of the plasmid bacterial backbone in site-directed transgenesis.
For cellular and animal transgenesis, FLP- and Cre-recombinase gene capture systems are highly effective to provide stable integration of a donor plasmid carrying the transgene cassette of interest into an engineered genomic locus in a given cell line. However, in many protocols, the entire plasmid bacterial backbone is integrated along with the transgene cassette. Here, we present a very simple yet highly efficient method for excluding plasmid bacterial backbone integration. The transgene cassette, including a single FLP recognition target site, is specifically amplified by PCR, and the resulting DNA ligated into minicircles can serve as donor DNA in FLP-mediated recombination. Interestingly, the elimination of the bacterial backbone increased expression of the inserted transgene. The presented method is simple and efficient for generating transgene cassette insertions devoid of the bacterial backbone.